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Exploring the electrostatic energy landscape for
tetraloop–receptor docking†
Zhaojian He,‡a Yuhong Zhu‡abc and Shi-Jie Chen*a
It has long been appreciated that Mg2+ is essential for the stabilization of RNA tertiary structure. However,
the problem of quantitative prediction for the ion eﬀect in tertiary structure folding remains. By using the
virtual bond RNA folding model (Vfold) to generate RNA conformations and the newly improved tightly
bound ion model (TBI) to treat ion–RNA interactions, we investigate Mg2+-facilitated tetraloop–receptor
docking. For the specific construct of the tetraloop–receptor system, the theoretical analysis shows that
the Mg2+-induced stabilizing force for the docked state is predominantly entropic and the major
contribution comes from the entropy of the diffusive ions. Furthermore, our results show that Mg2+ ions
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promote tetraloop–receptor docking mainly through the entropy of the diffusive ions. The theoretical pre-
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diction agrees with experimental analysis. The method developed in this paper, which combines the theory
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for the (Mg2+) ion effects in RNA folding and RNA conformational sampling, may provide a useful framework for studying the ion effect in the folding of more complex RNA structures.

Introduction
In RNA tertiary structure, a GNRA hairpin tetraloop (TL) interacts
with a specific helix to form a tetraloop–receptor (TL–R) complex
through long-range contacts.1–3 A tetraloop–receptor complex is
a frequently occurring basic building block for RNA tertiary
structure. Therefore, understanding the mechanism of its formation can provide important insights into the physical mechanism for the assembly of tertiary folds. Because the formation of
a tetraloop–receptor involves a significant build-up of RNA backbone charges, the folding driving force is intrinsically sensitive
to the ionic conditions of the solution.1,4–8
Several recent experiments have uncovered a number of novel
ion eﬀects in the formation of a tetraloop–receptor motif.1,5,9–23
Davis et al. used NMR to study the role of metal ions in stabilizing
the tetraloop–receptor solution structure and found the stable
native structure of the tetraloop–receptor complex formed under
ionic conditions.5 Qin et al. used site-directed spin labeling to
explore the tetraloop–receptor conformational changes. The
experimental data demonstrated that base unstacking is an
intrinsic feature of the solution tetraloop–receptor complex
formed in the presence of Mg2+.24 Meulen and Butcher studied
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the tetraloop–receptor folding in salt solution using isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) and found a significant difference in
the kinetic and thermodynamic profiles of the system when it’s
stabilized by K+ versus Mg2+ ions.23 The result further suggested
that the tertiary folding in physiological conditions may involve
a complex interplay between K+- and Mg2+-induced stabilization.23
Downey and co-workers investigated the effect of pressure and
cosolutes on the tetraloop–receptor docking using FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer)10 and found that (a) hydrostatic
pressure slightly destabilizes the GAAA tetraloop–receptor interaction and (b) increasing the nondenaturing cosolutes favors the
formation of the tetraloop–receptor tertiary structure.
Motivated by the need to understand the conformational
distribution and folding pathways, a series of FRET experiments have been performed for the tetraloop–receptor docking
in the monovalent and multivalent solutions.1,13,17,22,25–27
These single molecule experiments led to several important
findings. One of the remarkable findings is the entropic effect
as the dominant driving force for tetraloop–receptor docking.25
In contrast to the entropic effect, with increasing [Mg2+], the
Mg2+-induced changes of the activation enthalpy and the overall exothermicity for docking are both negligible.22 Moreover, in
the transition state, Mg2+-induced tetraloop–receptor docking
arises from reducing the entropic barrier and the overall
entropic penalty for docking.22 This conclusion contradicts
the conventional notion that the ion-dependent folding stability comes from charge neutralization and the resultant
reduction in Coulomb repulsion energy.25,26,28–33
The above experiments have provided useful results on the ion
dependence of the docking enthalpy and entropy.13,15–17,19,22,23,25,26
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Inspired by the deep insights from the experimental findings,
we here develop a theory to analyze the quantitative roles for
the different components of the driving force for docking. The
detailed mechanism for tetraloop–receptor docking is determined by the complex interplay between multiple factors, such
as the electrostatic energy, the conformational entropy, the
solvent polarization energy and the entropies of the bound
and diffusive ions. The three-dimensional atomic structures
of the free form (undocked) and the native form (docked) of
the tetraloop–receptor complex have been experimentally
determined.34–40 These structures have provided invaluable
information about the energetics of the folding of the tetraloop–
receptor. However, to fully understand the forces that promote
the formation of the structure, we need to go beyond the
structures and understand the folding thermodynamics and
kinetics of the system. This requires information about the free
energy landscape of the complete conformational ensemble,
including the conformational ensembles for the free and the
docked states. In the present study, we investigate the full
electrostatic free energy landscape of the tetraloop–receptor
docking in Na+ and Mg2+ mixed solution.
One of the extensively studied tetraloop–receptor systems in
experiments (such as the single molecule FRET experiment)
consists of three minimal elements: a GAAA tetraloop, an 11-nt
receptor in a helix, and a 7-nt poly(U) loop/linker between the
tetraloop and the receptor.1,13,17,22,25–27 We choose the above
minimal tetraloop–receptor construct as a paradigm system for
our study. To generate the conformational ensemble, we sample the three-dimensional (3D) structures of the docked and the
undocked tetraloop–receptor in using the virtual bond-based
RNA folding model (Vfold model).41–43 In the Vfold model, RNA
virtual bonds (P–C4–P bonds) are configured on a diamond
lattice and RNA conformations are enumerated through 3D selfavoiding random walks of RNA virtual bonds on the diamond
lattice. An advantage of the Vfold model is that it can treat chain
connectivity and exclude volume interferences within a loop/
junction and between loop and loop and between loop and helix.
For each conformation of the tetraloop–receptor docked and
undocked states, we use the tightly bound ion (TBI) model44–49
to calculate the electrostatic free energy in a Mg2+ solution. The
TBI model is a statistical mechanics-based polyelectrolyte theory
that can treat ion fluctuation and correlation effects for counterions around a nucleic acid structure. For multivalent ions such
as Mg2+ ions, whose correlation and fluctuation effects may be
strong, the TBI theory leads to better predictions for the ioneffect in folding thermodynamics than mean-field theories such
as the Poisson–Boltzmann equation.44–49 Here we used a combined Vfold/TBI approach. A unique advantage of such a
combined theory is its ability to predict (a) the full energy
landscape and (b) the detailed ion dependence of each
enthalpic and entropic component as determined from the
conformation ensemble. Our results show that the dominant
Mg2+-induced driving force comes from the decrease in the
entropic penalty of the diffusive ions upon docking and
the increase of the compactness of the structures in the
undocked conformational ensemble. The conclusion supports
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the experimental findings. Furthermore, we found that the
Coulomb interaction also plays a (weaker) role in promoting the
tetraloop–receptor docking. The theory–experiment agreement
suggests that the new theoretical method here may be reliable
and can be useful for further treatment of the ion-dependent
folding of more complex RNA tertiary structures.

Methods and theory
We consider two states for the tetraloop–receptor system: the
docked (F) and the undocked (U) state (see Fig. 1a). In the
undocked state, the tetraloop is freely oriented. In the docked
state, the tertiary interactions, such as the hydrogen binding
and base staking, are stabilized between the docked tetraloop
and receptor.17,22 In our calculation, we focus on the iondependence of the electrostatic free energy landscape. The
tetraloop–receptor docking stability DGdock is determined by
the free energy difference between the docked (DG(F)) and the
undocked (DG(U)) states:
DGdock = DG(F)  DG(U)

(1)

I. Structure model
In order to compare the theoretical predictions with the experimental data, we focus on an isolated GAAA tetraloop–receptor
system (shown in Fig. 1a and b) similar to the one used in the
experiment.22,25,26 The only difference between our system and
the experimental construct is that the DNA strand22,25,26 connected to a biotin in the experiment is replaced by an RNA
strand in our calculation, so the RNA duplex can be conveniently modeled as an A-form helix. Since the tetraloop–receptor
docking site is relatively distant from the modified RNA duplex,
we believe such a minor change would not cause notable changes
to the results.

Fig. 1 The GAAA tetraloop–receptor system. The GAAA tetraloop and the
receptor are connected by a U7 single-stranded linker. (a) The undocked
state; (b) the docked state; (c) the definition of the structural parameters
y and f.
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The tetraloop–receptor system shown in Fig. 1 has three
parts: the receptor, the linker and the tetraloop. The receptor
part is formed by three long helices connected by an internal
loop (receptor) and a short C2 bulge loop. The linker part is a
long U7 flexible loop and the tetraloop part contains a GAAA
tetraloop and the attached helix. One of the key issues for the
structure modeling is how to sample the conformations for the
docked and the undocked states. We use the experimentally
determined structures (PDB ID: 1GID)37 for the docked state. In
the undocked state, we use the solution structure of the isolated
tetraloop receptor (PDB ID: 1TLR)38 for the receptor. Experimental structure determination shows that the tetraloop structure is unchanged before and after docking, so we used the
same PDF structure (PDB ID: 1GID)37 for the tetraloop for the
docked and the undocked states. In both states, the flexible U7
linker gives an ensemble of 3D conformations for the system.
In the undocked state, the end of the U7 linker connected to the
tetraloop is free while the other end is fixed. As the U7 loop
samples the different conformations in the 3D space, the
tetraloop attached to the linker moves accordingly in the 3D
space. For the docked state, the tetraloop is fixed in the 3D
space according to the PDB structure of the docked complex
(PDB code: 1GID),37 so both ends of the linker loop are fixed
while the remaining five uracil nucleotides in the loop are
flexible.
The Vfold model generates 2628 and 5 985 453 complete sets
of conformations for the docked and undocked states, respectively. To classify the conformations, we define three structure
parameters: the angle y and the end-to-end distance S between
the tetraloop helix and the receptor helix and the angle f between
the end-to-end vector and the receptor helix (see Fig. 1c).
Given the large number of conformations in the docked and
undocked states, it is computationally impractical to consider
all the conformations in the free energy calculation. We use the
Monte Carlo method to sample conformations from the complete ensemble. To ensure the broad coverage of the conformational sampling for the docked and the undocked states, we
uniformly divide the conformational space into 30 clusters
according to the tetraloop–receptor distance S. In each cluster,
we randomly select 30 conformations. For the docked state, the
structure of the tetraloop–receptor complex is rigid (PDB ID:
1GID), therefore, we fix the distance S according to the experimentally determined structure of the complex. This leads to
only one conformational cluster according to the S value. It is
important to note that although there is only one cluster for the
docked state, the tether loop connecting the tetraloop and the
receptor can sample a large number of conformations. Our
calculation for the docked state accounts for such a loopgenerated conformational ensemble. To verify the validity of
the conformational sampling, we perform four independent
sets of Monte Carlo samplings to generate four groups of
docked and undocked conformational ensembles. In each
group, there are 900 conformations for the undocked states
and 30 conformations for the docked case. Fig. 2c and d show
subsets (30 structures) of the conformational ensembles for the
undocked and the docked states.
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Fig. 2 Representative structures for (a) the undocked state and (b) the
docked state. ‘‘TL’’ represents the GAAA tetraloop, and ‘‘R’’ represents the
receptor, both the GAAA tetraloop and the receptor parts are marked in
red. (c) and (d) show the conformational ensemble of the undocked and
the docked states, respectively.

II.

Electrostatic free energies of the tetraloop–receptor system

For each given tetraloop–receptor conformation, we use the
tightly bound ion model (TBI)44–49 to calculate the electrostatic
free energy of the system. In contrast to other models, the TBI
model has the advantage of accounting for the fluctuation in
ion distribution and the correlations between multivalent ions
in the close vicinity of the RNA surface. The model can also
treat solvent polarization through the Generalized Born model
(GB). See the (ESI†) for the details of the TBI model.
The TBI model gives the electrostatic free energy and ion
binding properties for each tetraloop–receptor conformation.
The Boltzmann-weighted average over all the conformations
gives the net free energy, enthalpy and entropy of the docked
and the undocked states respectively. More importantly, the
model can provide quantitative results for the different energetic components, from which we determine the roles of the
different forces in tetraloop–receptor docking. For each conj
formation j, we compute the total free energy DGT and its
j
components: the Coulomb energy DGE, the polarization energy
j
j
DGP and the entropic free energy DGS. For a given state M
(the docked or undocked state), we calculate the free energy
DGT(M) from the conformational ensemble (see ESI†).
The Coulomb energy DGE(M) and the polarization energy
DGP(M) are given by the following equations:
PP
DGE ðMÞ ¼

i

j

j

DGEj ðMÞ  ebDGT ðMÞ

PP
i

(2)

j

ebDGT ðMÞ

j

and
PP
DGP ðMÞ ¼

i

j

j

DGPj ðMÞ  ebDGT ðMÞ

PP
i

j

ebDGT ðMÞ

(3)

j

j
DGT(M)

is the electrostatic free energy of the jth conwhere
j
formation in the ith cluster for state M. DGT(M) is calculated
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from the TBI model (see ESI†). DGE(M) and DGP(M) are the
Coulomb energy and the polarization energy of the jth conj
formation in the ith cluster in state M, respectively. DGE(M) and
j
DGP(M) are calculated from the TBI model (see ESI†). The
entropic free energy DGS(M) can be calculated as:
DGS(M) = DGT(M)  DGE(M)  DGP(M)

(4)

Here, the entropic free energy contains two parts: the first part
is from the ion entropy DGS_ion(M), including both the bound
and the diﬀusive ions; the second part is from the conformational entropy DGS_conf (M). The ion entropy can be calculated
from the following equation:
PP
DGS

ion ðMÞ

¼

i

j

j

DGSj ðMÞ  ebDGT ðMÞ

PP
i

j

ebDGT ðMÞ

(5)

j

j

where DGS(M) is the entropic free energy of the jth conformation in the ith cluster in state M. Because the entropic free
j
energy DGS(M) is for a fixed conformation, it represents the
entropy from the ions (without the conformational entropy).
The conformational entropy part can be obtained from the
diﬀerence between the total entropic free energy and the ionic
entropic free energy:
DGS_conf (M) = DGS(M)  DGS_ion(M)

(6)

The TBI model is used to calculate the electrostatic free
energy for the docked and the undocked states in various
[Mg2+] with the 0.1 M NaCl background at 37 1C (the experimental conditions).22 The docking free energy, i.e., the free
energy diﬀerence between the docked and the undocked states,
is determined from eqn (1).

Results
Our focus here is the [ion]-dependence of the free energy
landscape. Fig. 3a shows the comparison of the experimental
data22 and our predicted results for the [ion]-dependence of the
docking free energy DGdock. The experimental data include both
the electrostatic contribution DGEdock and the nonelectrostatic
contribution DGNE
dock. In the solved tetraloop–receptor structure,
the tetraloop binds by base stacking and hydrogen bonding to
the minor groove of the receptor. The energies of base stacking
and hydrogen bonding are not accounted for in the ion
electrostatic calculations. Other nonelectrostatic interactions
may include the nonpolar solvation energy. Our estimation of
the change of the solvent accessible surface area between the
docked and the undocked states a nonpolar solvation free
energy of approximately 11 kcal mol1 (see ESI†). The hydrogen
bonding/base stacking network and the nonpolar solvation
energy constitute the major portion of the nonelectrostatic free
energy DGNE
dock.
Assuming the nonelectrostatic free energy DGNE
dock to be
independent of the ion concentration, we can extract DGNE
dock
as the diﬀerence between the total docking free energy DGdock
and the electrostatic free energy DGEdock at any ion concenE
tration as the reference state:45 DGNE
dock = DGdock  DGdock. Here
DGdock is the experimental docking free energy at the reference
ionic conditions and DGEdock is calculated from our TBI model.
Choosing 0.5 mM Mg2+and 100 mM Na+ mixed solution at 37 1C
as the reference solution conditions, DGNE
dock is found to be
20.6 kcal mol1. The good theory–experiment comparison as
shown in Fig. 3a supports our approach to the [ion]-independent
nonelectrostatic free energy DGNE
dock.
I. Free energy components
Fig. 3b shows the docking free energy DGdock and its components as functions of [Mg2+]. The components include the
entropic free energy DGS, the Coulomb energy DGE and the

Fig. 3 The total docking free energy DGdock and its components. (a) Comparison between the TBI-predicted electrostatic free energy for docking and
(20.6 kcal mol1 less than) the experimentally determined total docking free energy.22 Here the free energy 20.6 kcal mol1 accounts for the ionindependent (non-electrostatic) contribution DGNE
dock in the tetraloop–receptor tertiary interaction. (b) The total docking free energy (DGdock) and the
corresponding component free energies as a function of the Mg2+ concentration in the background of 0.1 M NaCl at 37 1C. DGS, DGE and DGP are
respectively the entropic free energy, the Coulomb energy and the solvent polarization energy contributions.
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Fig. 4 (a) The Mg2+-induced free energy changes: (a) the entropic free energy DDGS, the Coulomb free energy DDGE and the polarization energy DDGP;
(b) the conformational entropy contribution DDGS_conf and the ionic entropy contribution DDGS_ion.

polarization energy DGP, each of which can be computed from
eqn (1). The results shown in Fig. 3b include four sets of data
from the four aforementioned Monte Carlo-generated conformational ensembles. The agreement between the four sets of
results suggests that our Monte Carlo sampling may be reliable.
The diﬀerent free energy components have diﬀerent [Mg2+]dependence. Similar to the docking free energy DGdock, the
entropic free energy DGS and the Coulomb energy DGE decrease
with increasing [Mg2+], while the polarization free energy DGP
remains nearly constant.
To further highlight the eﬀect of Mg2+ ions in the docking
process, we also calculate the Mg2+ ion-induced docking free
energy change:30
DDG[Mg2+] = DG(obs)[Mg2+]  DG(obs)[0]

(7)

where DG(obs)[Mg2+] and DG(obs)[0] are the docking free energies
with and without Mg2+ ions, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4a,
DDGP remains nearly zero in the diﬀerent [Mg2+], suggesting
that Mg2+does not cause significant changes in the solvent
polarization eﬀect in the docking process. Both the Coulombic
free energy DDGE and the entropic free energy DDGS decrease
with increasing [Mg2+], and DDGS decreases more rapidly than

DDGE. From 0 mM to 10 mM [Mg2+] at 37 1C, DGE and DGS
decrease by about 2 kcal mol1 and 3.5 kcal mol1, respectively,
contributing about 40% and 60% to the total change of the
docking free energy (5.6 kcal mol1). The main contribution
comes from the entropic eﬀect. The conclusion is in accordance
with the experimental findings.22
II.

Entropic eﬀect

In our calculations, the entropic contribution is divided into
two parts: the ion entropy contribution DGS_ion and the conformational entropy contribution DGS_conf (see Fig. 5a). To
further clarify the eﬀect of the diﬀerent types of ions, we
calculate the entropic free energies for the diﬀusive (DGS_ion_d)
and the bound ions (DGS_ion_b) separately (see Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5 reveals several important features for the Mg2+induced entropic free energy changes. First, the entropic free
energy of the diﬀusive ions (DGS_ion_d) is significantly larger
than that of the bound ions (DGS_ion_b). Therefore, the ion
entropy eﬀect is dominated by the diﬀusive ions. Second, the
entropic free energies DGS, DGS_ion and DGS_conf decrease with
increasing [Mg2+]. Such a [Mg2+]-dependence indicates Mg2+induced entropic forces in the stabilization of the docked state.

Fig. 5 The diﬀerent components of the entropic free energy. (a) DGS_ion and DGS_conf are the free energies for the ion entropy and the conformational
entropy, respectively. (b) The diﬀerent components for the ion entropic free energies DGS_ion: the diﬀusive ions DGS_ion_d and the bound ions DGS_ion_b.
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As shown in Fig. 7b, at [Mg2+] = 0 mM, the uptake number of
the counterions is about 0; with increasing [Mg2+], the uptake
number of ion rises and quickly reaches the maximum value
(E1.7 at [Mg2+] = 4.5 mM); when the [Mg2+] further increases,
the uptake number slowly decreases and becomes 1 at [Mg2+] =
10 mM. This tendency is (qualitatively) consistent with the
experimental measurements.17,22,25
IV.

Fig. 6 The percentage of each component contribution in the total
docking free energy at 10 mM [Mg2+] with 0.1 M [Na+] background at 37 1C.

Third, the changes of DGS_ion and DGS_conf from [Mg2+] = 0 mM
to [Mg2+] = 10 mM are approximately 2.6 kcal mol1 and
0.9 kcal mol1 (shown in Fig. 5b), respectively. Then result
shows that ion entropy (DGS_ion) contributes nearly 75% of the
net entropy change for the docking of the tetraloop–receptor
system. Fourth, with increasing [Mg2+], DGS_ion_d decreases
much faster than the total ionic contribution DGS_ion, while
DGS_ion_b, which gradually increases, shows an opposite trend.
In Fig. 6, we show the percentage contribution of each component in the total docking free energy.
III.

Ion uptake

We calculate the ensemble-averaged binding fraction fb for
both the docked and the undocked states. The uptake number
for the docking is equal to
[ fb(F)  fb(U)]Na

(8)

where fb(F) and fb(U) are the binding fractions of the Mg2+ ions
in the docked and the undocked states (see Fig. 7a) and Na is
the number of nucleotides in the RNA (Na is 84 for the
tetraloop–receptor system).

Bound ion distribution

To understand the bound ion distribution, we calculate the
mean binding fraction on each nucleotide (see Fig. 8) for
representative structures (see Fig. 10b for [Mg2+] = 1 mM,
Fig. 10c for 5 mM and Fig. 10d for 10 mM). The results show
that the bound ions mainly distribute in the grooves of the
helices. In addition, we find that the binding fraction on
the receptor increases notably with increasing [Mg2+], while the
binding fraction on the tetraloop is relatively small, especially at
low [Mg2+].

Discussion
I. Docking free energy
The tetraloop–receptor docked complex involves significant
tertiary interactions, such as hydrogen bonding and base
stacking interactions between the tetraloop and the receptor.17
The tertiary contacts can drastically decrease the free energy of
the docked state. For example, the net free energy difference
between the docked and the undocked states is no more than
1 kcal mol1 under certain conditions ([Mg2+] o 0.35 mM, [Na+] =
100 mM and 37 1C)19,22 suggesting significant cancellation
between the electrostatic interactions and the (non-electrostatic)
tertiary contacts. In the current analysis, we focus on the electrostatic free energy because our primary goal is to understand the
role of ions. If invoking a transition-state analysis, the free energy
difference between the transition state and the undocked states
(the free energy barrier of docking) is about 17 kcal mol1
under the same solution conditions.22,25,26 Here, in the transition state the tetraloop and receptor are assumed to be in close

Fig. 7 (a) The binding fraction for the docked and the undocked states as a function of the Mg2+ concentration in the background of 0.1 M NaCl at 37 1C.
(b) The uptake number of Mg2+as a function of [Mg2+].
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Fig. 8 The ion distribution for the lowest energy tetraloop–receptor
structure (see Fig. 10b–d) in the different Mg2+ concentrations with
0.1 M NaCl background at 37 1C. The distribution is calculated as the
Boltzmann average over all the possible ion binding models for the given
RNA structure.

proximity, but the tertiary interactions are largely unformed.22
Experimental data further suggest that the free energy barrier of
docking mainly comes from the entropic effect.22
In our calculation, we focus on the ion-dependent electrostatic free energies, and the theory does not account for the
tetraloop–receptor tertiary interaction energies. Therefore,
effectively, our predicted electrostatic docking free energy
reflects the difference between the undocked state and a special
state. In this special state, the tetraloop–receptor native conformation has formed but the tertiary interactions have not yet

Fig. 10 The undocked structures with the lowest electrostatic free energy
in the diﬀerent Mg2+ concentrations with the fixed background of 0.1 M
NaCl: (a) 0 mM, (b) 1 mM, (c) 5 mM and (d) 10 mM.

established. Except for the conformational change of the
receptor, this special state is close to the proposed transition
state.22 Therefore, the theoretical prediction for the docking
free energy is comparable to the experimental result for the free

Fig. 9 The conformational distribution of the undocked state in the diﬀerent Mg2+ concentrations with 0.1 M NaCl background at 37 1C. The calculation
is based on the 4 sets independent Monte Carlo generated conformational ensembles. The figure shows the trend for the change of the populational
distribution with increasing [Mg2+] according to the structural parameters S (x axis) and y (y axis) (shown in Fig. 1). The docked state (the red ball) is shown
for reference. To calculate the population distribution, we first uniformly divide the conformational space into 30 clusters according to the distance S (see
Fig. 1), we then uniformly divide each cluster into 30 sub-regions accordingto the angle y (see
Fig.
the average electrostatic free energy

 1). We calculate

P
P DG =kT
DGi =kT
i
for the conformations in each subspace (S, y) using the formula DGS;y ¼
DGi  e
e
, where DGi is the free energy of the ith
i

i

conformation in subspace (S, y). The z-axis in the figure shows the population of each subspace: (P(S,y) = exp[(DGS,y  DGmin)/kT]), where DGmin is the
minimum electrostatic free energy in the whole space.
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energy difference between the transition state and the
undocked state. Our predicted docking free energies are higher
than the experimental results and the difference is nearly
independent of [Mg2+]. For example, in 1 mM Mg2+ and 100 mM
Na+ mixed solution at 37 1C, our calculated (electrostatic) docking
free energy is about 20.3 kcal mol1. The experimentally measured
free energy is about 0.34 kcal mol1 for the net docking free energy
and about 16 kcal mol1 for the kinetic barrier. There is about a
4 kcal mol1 difference between the predicted (electrostatic) docking free energy and the measured kinetic barrier.22 Moreover, we
find this free energy difference is nearly independent of [Mg2+]. We
propose the difference may come from two sources.
The tertiary structure of the docked tetraloop–receptor can
form significant hydrogen bonding and base stacking.17,37,38
Some hydrogen bonds may have already formed in the transition state, which lowers the free energy barrier. This may be a
major reason causing the 4 kcal mol1 difference. Furthermore,
the receptor can be more flexible in the undocked state than in
the docked state, causing an additional entropy cost.
In our model, the tetraloop and receptor structures are
assumed to be fixed (PDB) structures. However, the receptor
loop can be flexible in the undocked state. The flexible receptor
becomes rigid in the docked state. Neglecting this additional
conformational entropy change can also contribute to the
4 kcal mol1 diﬀerence.22,38
Despite the diﬀerence between the predicted docking free
energy and the experimental data for the free energy barrier,
the [Mg2+]-independent nonelectrostatic 4 kcal mol1 diﬀerence does not change our results on the (electrostatic) [Mg2+]dependence of the docking free energy and the diﬀerent free
energy components.

II.

Eﬀect of ion entropy

Consistent with the experimental analyses,22 our results
(Fig. 3b and 4) suggest that the ion entropy provides the major
force for Mg2+-facilitated docking. Furthermore, by dissecting
the ion entropy into diﬀusive and bound ion contributions, we
found that the entropic force for tetraloop–receptor docking
predominantly comes from the diffusive ions (Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5b shows that DGS_ion_b, the contribution from the
entropy of the bound ions to the docking free energy, gradually
increases with [Mg2+] and tends to stabilize at high [Mg2+]. This
result suggests that entropically, DGS_ion_b opposes docking.
More ions are bound to the docked state due to the higher RNA
charge density in the (more compact) docked state than the
undocked state, causing a net decrease in the entropy for the
bound ions and hence an increase in the entropic free energy
DGS_ion_b. The eﬀect becomes weaker with increasing [Mg2+]
because the entropy loss for ion binding becomes smaller in
higher [Mg2+]. Moreover, in a high [Mg2+] solution, both the
undocked and the docked states involve significant charge
neutralization, thus the increase in the number of bound ions
in the docking process is limited. In contrast, in a low [Mg2+]
solution, docking would induce a significant uptake of counterions (see Fig. 7).
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Compared to the bound ions, the entropy of the diﬀusive
ions promotes the docking process (Fig. 5b). With increasing
[Mg2+], more cations bind to the RNA molecule, causing stronger charge neutralization. RNA charge neutralization leads to a
more uniform distribution (large entropy) of the diﬀusive ions.
The larger entropy of the diﬀusive ions lowers the free energy of
the system. This eﬀect is more pronounced for the docked state
than for the undocked state due to the stronger charge neutralization eﬀect in the docked state. Furthermore, a higher
[Mg2+] (o5 mM) leads to an increased Mg2+ ion uptake and Na+
ion release, causing an increase in Na+ ion entropy. Therefore,
the diﬀusive ion entropy promotes the tetraloop–receptor docking. This conclusion agrees with the analysis based on the
experimental data.22

III.

Conformational entropy eﬀect

Fig. 6 shows that the conformational entropy occupies a small
fraction of the docking free energy. Furthermore, Fig. 4b shows
that the Mg2+ can induce a stabilizing force from the conformational entropy. As shown in Fig. 9, a higher [Mg2+] causes a
higher probability for the close approach (small S) between the
tetraloop and the receptor. The overall conformational distribution is shifted toward the more compact state in the vicinity
of the docked structure (denoted by a red ball in Fig. 9). Indeed,
as shown in Fig. 10, the low free energy conformations become
more compact in higher [Mg2+]. Thus, from the point of view of
the conformational entropy, increasing [Mg2+] tends to stabilize
the docked state.

IV.

Eﬀect of Coulomb interaction

In our calculation, the change of the Coulomb free energy DGE
from [Mg2+] = 0.35 mM to [Mg2+] = 1 mM is about 0.7 kcal mol1.
This value is within the error bar of the experimental measurement.22 A similar viewpoint for the minor diﬀerence of the
Coulomb energy between the experimental data and theoretical
calculations was also reported for DNA systems.50–52
The Coulomb energy eﬀect in the docking process can stem
from several Coulomb eﬀects. First, ions can neutralize RNA
backbone charge to reduce Coulomb repulsion between the
tetraloop and the receptor. Second, Mg2+ ions can promote
docking through the Coulomb correlation eﬀect. For a compact
(docked) structure, compared to the undocked structure, the
higher negative charge density of the RNA would cause significant ion binding and thus high concentration of counterions around the RNA surface. The high concentration of
counterions leads to strong correlation (coupling) between
ions. In the docking process, the (correlated) Mg2+ ions bound
to the tetraloop part (including the connected helix stem) and
those bound to the receptor part (including the connected helix
stems) can self-organize to reach a low correlated Coulomb
energy, and such a low-energy state is beyond the charge
neutralization eﬀect. This Coulomb correlation eﬀect can add
an additional Coulomb eﬀect to promote the docking by lowering the Coulomb energy of the system.
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Conclusion
Using a physics-based RNA folding model (Vfold) to sample the
conformations of the flexible loop in 3D space, we generate the
conformational ensembles of both the docked and the undocked
states. Using the TBI theory for ion–RNA interactions, we predict
the electrostatic thermodynamics of the tetraloop–receptor system
in a salt solution with the different [Mg2+]. The docking free energy
landscape and the component contributions demonstrate that the
ion entropy provides the major stabilizing force for tetraloop–
receptor docking. Further detailed theoretical analysis indicates
that the dominant contribution to the ion entropy force comes
from the redistribution of the diffusive ions. Through the electrostatic screening/charge neutralization effect, the Coulomb force
can also play a (albeit minor) role in the docking process. The
predicted results are consistent with the experimental data and
analysis. The method presented here may provide a paradigm for
studying the folding of more complex RNA structures.
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